
WEEK 9 

EQUIPMENT:
Cones / stopwatch / whistle  

LEG BURNER WORKOUT 
Focus: Leg strength

Suggested work out:
Pulse raiser for roughly 5 minutes.

Start with light walking and skipping then increasing speed. 
In pairs, stay on a station for 2 minutes, with one exercising and one supports.

Switch to the next station. Finish with pulse lowering jogging, loose skipping
and walking followed by stretches. 

Year 3/4 

TOILET TAG 

Pupils run around an area and try to avoid being tagged.
Nominated children attempt to tag as many people as

they can. If tagged you must sit on the toilet
(assume a squat position, with arms stretched up)

pupils that haven’t been tagged can free others by flushing
the toilet (assume a squat in front of a toilet and pull an arm

down to flush) both pupils then return to the game. 

5 FIVE 5

Perform 5 reps of each
of exercise; 

SQUAT THRUSTS 
STAR JUMPS

BURPEES 

DUCK WALKS

Duck walk out to the cone,
run back to the start and

wait for your turn. 
Partner can go when it is

safe to do so. 

RUNNING LUNGES

Hold a static lunge hold
and then power your

arms in a running action.
Switch legs. 

WALKING LUNGES 

6 – 8* lunges out to a cone
6 – 8* lunges back to start 
Continually face forward –

so lunge walking backwards
on returning!  

 

SHUTTLE SPRINTS 

SPRINT.
One full shuttle run,

jog back and repeat.  

WALL SIT REACH – HIGH KNEES
with a partner 

Partner A: hold a wall sit, reach your
hands straight out in front of you.

Partner B: stand opposite your partner
and do high knees up to their hands. 

*number dependent on pupil height / 
stride pattern



















Duck Walks

Think 
What is the benefit of this exercise?

Feel
Where on your body does this start to hurt? Why? 

One Two

Three DO
Start in a low squat. Have your
bottom really low but keep your
head looking forwards. 
Take a small step out in front of
you making sure you take a full
step from heel to toe. 
Keep your bottom as close to your
heels as you can. Hold this step
and then take another step on
the other leg. 
Your steps should be really small
so one heel in line 


